
New and custom component audit
Open link

Constellation  components

Open link

Exchange 1:1, 1:n, n:1

Design 

Constellation component 

Signature authorization form

Design  Constellation component 

? maybe the

whole card

should be

separate

component

Links (color, font)

Need to

explore

more icons

What kind

of button

should it

be?

Log on  flow

Design  Constellation component 

Is primary

buttons only

black? can it

be red? 

Error

Warning

The difference

between error and

warning  only in

icon shape. Should

it be in different

color too? 

Should it be

component

or just

custom card?

need

confirmation

that we can

apply this

component

Transactions Account MaintenanceBalances & HoldingsOverviewLog In
Template

Current

State

Soft

Migration

Full(er)

Migration

Primary Components:

Fonts

Colors

Buttons

Links

Icons

Rules/Rule Width

Performance

custom

Current State Soft Migration Constellation 1:1

Global nav

handled by

the C3 team.

Same color.

I think VET is working

on color token

explanations but this is

the pallet for Icons.

need to

design out

these

screens

Optimized

Experience

Constellation v1:

Using available components

Identifying gaps/custom

components

Influence VET - start

Constellation v#:

Identifying opportunities to

rearchitect UI

Influence VET - continue

VIE Constellation Integration & Rollout

need to

design out

these

screens

need to

design out

these

screens

do not need

to design out

these screens

fonts

colors

buttons

links

Icons

callout which

components have

changed the most and/

or require customization

navigation?

Constellation design - Phase 1

Documents
need to

design out

these

screens Activity
need to

design out

these

screens

set up sync

with Bradley

do we use

this red at

the top

MPM Constellation Integration & Rollout

Current

State

Soft

Migration

Full(er)

Migration

Primary Components:

Fonts

Colors

Buttons

Links

Constellation v1:

Using available components

Identifying gaps/custom

components

Influence VET - start

Constellation design - Phase 1

Red does seem to work

better with the white text

because it looks like a

higher level of contrast

with text. But, this is

swappable from Sketch

overrides

Is there a

migration

guide

available?

Is this

possible?

Samples are

shown below

of each

Need to be on

Angular 12 by

May 12, 2022

What is the

expected look

and feel once

we get to

Constellation?

Can Constellation

team provide a

migration guide?

VUI X >

Constellation

Is VUI 9 a

stepping stone

for Constellation?

Is it an

upgrade or a

rewrite?

Is it an

upgrade or a

rewrite?

How far do

we need to

take the

designs?

Are there

any risks?

Set up 

Current State Soft Migration Constellation 1:1

Current State Soft Migration Constellation version1

Current State Soft Migration Constellation version1 Current State Soft Migration Constellation version1

Navigation

Navigation being handled by C3 team

Accordian use

can we indent

the content

within the

accordian?

do we

consider

navigation a

primary

component?

in updating

fonts, do we

also update

line height?

do we want

"transactions" to

be a button

instead of a link

bc it's an action?

Explore pushing contact info to

bottom of page for

constistency with Ian's new

designs? Need user feedback/

research data

Open link

Need to

explore more

icons. Soft

migration with

icons option

Current State Soft Migration Constellation version1

WORK IN PROGRESS

Soft Migration

Footer

Footers being handled by C3 team

Footer

Footers being handled by C3 team

Footer

Footers being handled by C3 team

Current State Soft Migration Constellation 1:1

Navigation

Navigation being handled by C3

team

Grid / Layout

Constellation will use a 12col grid

based on Bootstrap 4.x

breakpoints. We will need to

understand if the header and/or

nav tabs are bound by max width

content area or does it track 100%

width of users viewport.

Using a horizontal link list

treatment

View change is controlled by link

list. VET is currently creating a

component similar to this. Will see

how it looks compared to what we

are currently using.

Grid / Layout

Breakpoint for XL would be

narrower so I brought in table

width to reflect this.

Buttons

Medium buttons

Secondary buttons are black

outlined with black text on light

backgrounds

https://share.goabstract.com/

7dec44a9-8e3d-42e3-a52a-

5eeb0e8bbd29?

collectionLayerId=fd12b3fa-e150-

415d-9fa3-1f4aaaca884b&mode=

design

Footer

Footers being handled by C3

team

Grid / Layout

Breakpoint for XL would be narrower so I

brought in table width to reflect this.

Navigation

Navigation being handled by C3 team

Grid / Layout

Constellation will use a 12col grid based on

Bootstrap 4.x breakpoints. We will need to

understand if the header and/or nav tabs are bound

by max width content area or does it track 100%

width of users viewport.

Links

Medium - Primary Independent + Icon

Medium - Secondary Independent Regular

https://share.goabstract.com/7dec44a9-8e3d-42e3-

a52a-5eeb0e8bbd29?collectionLayerId=b916620c-

9467-4ec8-9c8b-8537be0ad8a0&mode=build  

Fonts

All fonts update to Mark Pro

Universe Regular and Light → Mark Pro Regular

Universe Medium and Bold → Mark Pro Bold

UniverseLTStd Bold  → Mark Pro Heavy*

UniverseLTStd Light  → Mark Pro Regular*

*These fonts are specked in design file but may not

be in code. Check design for where weights are

changed to Heavy. Example: ".greeting"

Data Visualization Color

Need to investigate. Shared pallet between apps?

Are we picking up something already in place?

Icons

Small Icons

https://share.goabstract.com/ce8e3623-6a2b-4b6f-

b0d8-2e8779fdb221?mode=build

Medium Icons

https://share.goabstract.com/c0feb86e-a01b-4a88-

9805-33cfe6157a6f?mode=build

Buttons

Medium buttons

Red buttons are now black for Primary

Secondary buttons are black outlined but White on

dark backgrounds

https://share.goabstract.com/7dec44a9-8e3d-42e3-

a52a-5eeb0e8bbd29?collectionLayerId=fd12b3fa-

e150-415d-9fa3-1f4aaaca884b&mode=design

Footer

Footers being handled by C3 team

Navigation

Navigation being handled

by C3 team

Grid / Layout

Constellation will use a

12col grid based on

Bootstrap 4.x breakpoints.

We will need to understand

if the header and/or nav

tabs are bound by max

width content area or does

it track 100% width of users

viewport.

Iconography

These are custom icons

originally done for AMLP

and we can supply to dev.

Or should we move to

Streamline like Brand?

Footer

Footers being handled by

C3 team

Constellation version2 - More Brand, Potential UX Improvements

"Log on" changed to say

"Log in" to maintain

consistency of use from

public site.

CTAs were right set

"Go Back" link placed in.

How does user typically get

here? Cancel can take user

to home screen but so

could Go Back. Does user

ever access this directly?

What is there to Cancel

during a login action?

Password and username

reset moved above CTA

buttons near applicable

fields.

Show/hide as icon

interaction

black link?

download

needs to

feel

actionable

pull in

lorenzo's new

many to many

screens

add

confirmation

screen here

Do we need these

screens? They are

similar to above but

have drop down

components but

nothing custom.

Let's lead with red

in these concepts

Open link

This notification would be

considered global - look for

an opportunity to pull it into

the color banner somehow.

There could however be a

differeent notification that

lives here

larger margin

here and 2

asset mix

headers

The behavior doesn't lend

itself to it. This transports user

to Activity > Transaction

Requests.

Button = Action I want to do?

Link = Where do I want to go?

Example: www.vanguard.com 

VG Cash Deposit example

Sample from Abstract > CX Cash >

Vanguard Cash Deposit PBS Master

(Former Program Bank Sweeps Lab)

VIE Global Notification Banners

This would

be a custom

component

Two versions, one

tracks with view port,

the other does the

same with 8px margins

and an elevation

applied to help seem

dismissible.

KO: check left

alignment of

text here

leave as is for this

page for now- there is

a homepage initiative

going on that

rearchitects this page

wider margin needed

between data viz and

table. Can table move

to the right to align

with content above?

pull in Ian's

pattern

update

Remove

contacts from

header and pull

into footer

I don't love this

donwload style -

let's explore

alternatives

Let's stick with red

headers across the

board until we have

a color strategy in

place

Need to align on

tables across VIE.

Size here is smaller

than on the

Overview page

Transact needs to

pop more / this

area of the UI will

need to be

researched and

rearchitected

drop downs

are being

treated 2

different ways

larger margin

between these

2 parts of the

table

this page

needs

updated

header &

footer

for future phase -

opportunity to pull

in buy/sell design

exploration

remove

dotted

lines

explore

progress bar

for future

phase?

for future phase -

opportunity to pull

in buy/sell design

exploration

remove

dotted

lines

mock these up

in page

instead of

separate

components

for future phase -

opportunity to pull

in buy/sell design

exploration

align with

content /

indented

too much

Current State
Constellation 1:1

Challenge

Expansion card

This item is more like an expansion card with

content. We could use the accordion from the design

system but the visual affordance doesn't pop giving

us a clear distinction between accounts.

Team / Representative Card

Card being worked by Ian. Pull in component once

ready.

UI populates

based on

prior choice

Select

components,

see example to

the right as well.

Follows  pattern

shown in Cash

Deposit and

other

applications.

Block level element controlling display

Form elements used to display information

below in page view. Timeframe updates UI.

Yes, different

component type.

Overview page is

an accordion list.

These are c11n

Constellation

table cell

components.

If we go with

medium tabular

data rows,

bump up totals.

Constellation 1:1 with surface shading

Global Notification

Custom component that will surface a notification at

the top of website at full width outside of the Page

flow.

This is being

redesigned

Can we

change

structure to

app?

Exploration 1

Why wouldn't

we just provide

links to take

user there

inline?

Is Grid in

scope for

soft

migration?

Body is flex-center

extra-padding of

13.4% so its fluid

and moves

currently.

See "Transactions" above

Looking at

how to

treat this

subnav

Looking at

how to

treat this

subnav

Tables. Has a

similar situation to

PMP. Need pattern

for error or alert

handeling.

View port would have fixed

size on monitor. So as user

scrolls page nav highlights

each section as user moves

through on scroll.

Also, user could clicxk nav

and page scrolls to

destination

When user scrolls

up, global nav

disappears leaving

only utility and app

navigation

App navigation sticky to bottom

of header. Page contents scrolls

underneath highlighting each

section.

Would need some white space

clearance below so that on

page scroll table headers are

sticky untill table bodies clear.

Exploration 2 - Angular One Page App

This screen isn't

meant to show design

but more facilitate

discussion on

functionality and be

more like a one pager

with anchor links

https://thevanguardgroup-my.sharepoint.com/personal/zane_parker_vanguard_com/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=2REnqs45x0Ow%2fdNjToaC5Cez7vg18n6F5rZJl9yfvqA%3d&docid=2_1a84c8b46c0cd461a8395a48bf24dedf5&rev=1
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/docs/constellation-introduction--page
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-input--input-medium
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-modal--alert-modal
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-button--button
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-button--button
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-banner-banner-generic--generic-banner-small
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-button--button
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-select--select-with-hint-text
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-button--button
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-select--select-with-hint-text
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-button--button
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-button--button
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-radio--radio-group
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-button--button
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-input--input-medium
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-input--input-medium
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-select--select-with-hint-text
https://constellation.web.vanguard.com/angular/latest/?path=/story/styles-components-input--input-medium
https://vanguardinstitutional.invisionapp.com/d/#/console/14278843/297336426/preview
https://thevanguardgroup.sharepoint.com/sites/TheVanguardBrand/SitePages/Color.aspx?csf=1&e=Vg0xSn



